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1.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the relationship between constant returns to scale
(CRS) and the diminishing/increasing returns to scale (DRS/IRS) in the transitional path, basically using my endogenous growth model.

My endogenous growth model (as Model A in this

paper) has been based on the Cobb-Douglas production, whose convergence point of time is
under the constant returns to scale (CRS).

I confirm that any model involved in the transi-

tional path will become CRS at the convergence or in the balanced growth-state.

Does the

Cobb-Douglas production function really express DRS or IRS in the transitional path? This is
my first doubt raised in this paper. To get rid of this doubt, I need to establish such a model
that is clearly under DRS/IRS at the current situation. I call it Model B in this paper.

I need

to compare the DRS/IRS-oriented Model B with my Model A.
Now, referring to the relationship between ‘to scale’ and ‘to capital,’ the diminishing
returns to capital (DRC), the increasing returns to capital (IRC), or the constant returns to
capital (CRC) shows each the ratio of rents to capital.

I use ‘rents’ instead of surplus or profit

in my models so that I can measure DRC, IRC, or CRC not only for the private sector but also
for the government sector.
IRC, or CRC?

What is the relationship between DRS, IRS, or CRS and DRC,

I set DRS, IRS, or CRS such a situation as is related to the scale or the form of

the production function.

I set DRC, IRC, or CRC such a performance as shows the ratio of

rents/surplus to capital.

DRC, IRC, or CRC each corresponds with DRS, IRS, or CRS. For

example, DRC is shown under DRS, DRC is shown under DRS, and CRC is shown under
1) I am much obliged to Dr. Toshimi Fujimoto. He reviewed my endogenous growth model (here
Model A) repeatedly and finalized a short paper that explained how to measure the convergence/
speed-coefficient by using effective labor, L/A. Without his help to the measurement of delta, I
could not complete my model. He also allowed me to include the above paper of his in Appendix in this paper.
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CRS.

Thus, for the above discussion, this paper principally uses DRS, IRS, or CRS.

Yet,

the ratio of rents to capital is tightly related to the growth rate of output at the convergence.
And, for the test of discussions in this paper, I need to use such variables as the ratio of rents to
capital and the growth rate of output both at the current situation and those at the convergence.
Returning back to my purpose, if I use a certain fixed production function, can I clarify
these transitions from DRS or IRS to CRS?
production function?

Can I justify that Model A holds as a CRS

Does Model A express DRS/IRS at the current situation? Model B is a

reformed model that shows DRC or IRC at the current situation under DRS or IRS.
Model B express CRC or CRS at the convergence?
these models related to each other?

Does

If both models are true, then how are

Let me decide that in the path to the convergence I cannot

replace a production function by a different production function and that each of the two
models converges to CRC under CRS.

Can I maintain both models such that show DRS or

IRS at the current situation and CRS at the convergence? If the above challenges are possible,
what is the logic to show DRC or IRC and CRS in the transitional path?
In this respect, what is the relationship between Models A and B? Is Model B consistent
with Model A?

Model A is correct since I have proved its justification together with

empirical results in my several papers since 2003. If Model B is inconsistent with Model A,
Model B is not correct.

By using Model A, if I can endogenously and accurately show such

variables at the convergence as the rate of technological progress, the growth rates of per capita
capital and per capita output, and the ratio of rents to capital, then why do I need Model B? I
must justify the existence of Model B.

Does Model B clarify essential relationships between

variables which Model A cannot clarify?

For this test, I need to measure the relationship

between the capital-output ratio and the level of technology in the transitional path, by using
both models in parallel.

I suggest that Model B may be supplemental to Model A, yet

guarantees the existence of Model A and presents an equation to measure delta, which Model
A could not.

Throughout these discussions, the relationships between DRS, IRS, or CRS and

DRC, IRC, or CRC will be clarified more numerically than in the literature.2)
2) I admit that my model as Model A shows a DRS/IRS at the current situation. And, Model B
under DRS/IRS will become a CRS Model at the convergence: At the current situation, Model A
is shown as y = ARESIDUAL k 2 a -d and Model B is shown as y = B1-d k 1-d +a , if I insert both ‘the capitallabor ratio in the level of technology’ and ‘the original k that obeys my endogenous growth
model’ into an integrated capital-labor ratio. Note that Model A’s power of k at the convergence
will be equal to alpha while Model B’s power of k at the convergence will be 1.0 (as an Ak
model).
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Then, what is the logic to converge from DRS/IRS to CRS in each model? I suggest: the
convergence is originally possible in my endogenous growth model since this model (Model A)
divides net investment into qualitative and quantitative investment and uses both a technologyoriented or structural reform parameter, beta, and a unique parameter neutralizing DRS/IRS,
delta.

And, Model B will succeed in measuring delta as shown in this paper.

The delta is a

value at the current situation and delta gradually converges to alpha at the convergence, where
delta = alpha.

The speed of convergence will be measured by using delta and alpha.

Model

B finally clarifies the interrelationship between beta and delta at the convergence since delta
integrates beta and the capital-output ratio. Given delta, the essence of the capital-output ratio
and accordingly, the rate of technological progress will be clarified endogenously more than in
the literature.
Finally, why are the results in Model B be trustworthy?

I suggest: (1) by an introduction

of my endogenous growth model commonly into Models A and B, the capital-labor ratio is the
same over time in the transitional path in Models A and B, (2) Model B is set so that it has the
same per capita output over time in the transitional path as Model A has, by introducing an
adjustment parameter3) and, (3) in both models all the values are the same at the convergence.
And, I doubt: why does the literature so strictly distinguish the capital-labor ratio with the level
of technology/the rate of technological progress?

I suggest that if the capital-labor ratio is

completely separated from the level of technology/the rate of technological progress, the results
become extremely unstable in the transitional path.
If some part of capital and labor is involved in the level of technology, what is the
character of the level of technology?

Or, if a model moves from DRS/IRS to CRS under a

condition that the level of technology is tightly related to the capital-labor ratio together with
delta and alpha, what is the character of the level of technology?

What justifies the

combination of the capital-labor ratio and technology involved in the level of technology? If
the level of technology excludes the capital-labor ratio, then the level of technology as a
residual may be meaningless.
A and B.

I must give a rise to these doubts in the discussions of Models

The literature generally drives the level of technology into a residual by taking

capital broadly, but my approach is reversed.

I will set the level of technology in various

ways, by fixing capital to physical quantitative capital.
Concerning my tests and data, I will test the relationship between Models A and B, by
3) Accordingly, the capital-output ratio of Model A differs that of Model B in the transitional path
except for the convergence point of time.
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comparing the results shown using equations with those shown in my recursive programming.4)
As a result, my phase diagram will differ from that in the textbooks. For these tests, I will use
my data-sets that start with those original data as IFSY and GFSY, IMF.5)
a

a

1-a

My data-sets are

or y = Ak whose base is shown as Y = W + P = C + S.

consistent with Y = AK L

6)

My

data-sets are arranged by using the functions of consumption and investment as I have
presented in 2004 and 2005.

As a result, capital and rents by country and by sector are

estimated wholly consistently in the data-sets.

In this paper, I use these data-sets. I do not

describe the details of my endogenous growth model and my data-sets in this paper (see
IARIW, Finland, 2006).

2.

Framework of Models A and B

This section discusses the characteristics of Models A and B using equations step by step,
paying attention to the characters of different types of technology. For symbols, principally I
will omit time/year, t, in each equation for simplicity.

4) I have formulated various types of recursive programming since 1995. After my PhD in 2003, I
have concentrated on one type of recursive programming and improved the contents step by step
while I have each time solved some part of a whole set of equations. My recursive program in
this paper will be a final one since I succeeded in measuring delta in this paper. Any recursive
programming must take into consideration the difference between the discrete case and the continuous case.
5) I am thankful to Steve Landefeld, Brian Sliker, and David Wasshausen at BEA, Francois
Bourguignon, Alan Gelb, Luis Serven, and Lucie Albert-Drucker at the World Bank, and IMF
people, and also Andrew Sharpe, IARIW, Ottawa, Louis Rouillard, Peter koumanakos, Richard
Landry, and Roger Jullion at Statistics Canada, and Steve Pugliese and Helen Cutts at Finance
Canada, when I made two week trip for discussions in early Oct 2005. In particular, I am much
obliged to Carole Brookins and Shigeru Endo.
6) Both Models A and B are based on Y = W + P = C + S, where Y shows national disposable income, W is wages/compensation, P is rents/surplus, C is consumption, and S is saving. This
framework is justified by using the functions of consumption and investment (see Kamiryo,
2005). For the estimation of wages, rents, and capital, I have used the following two methods,
each externally: how to adjust the relative share of rents by using a coefficient, (rho/r), and how
to adjust the capital-output ratio by using a coefficient, (r/w). As a supplemental device, I have
taken into consideration the difference between disembodied technology that are shown in the
level of technology as stock and the (embodied) rate of technological progress as flow (see
Kamiryo, IARIW 2006).
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2.1

Framework of Model A
The basic form is shown as y = Ak a .

Model A shows my endogenous growth model.

a

Based on y = Ak , both the rate of technological progress and the growth rates of capital and
per capita capital are measured, as I showed already in Kamiryo (2004, 2005), by using two
unique parameters in my model: (1) the ratio of quantitative investment to total investment,
beta, and (2) a parameter, delta, that neutralizes DRS/IRS necessary for reaching CRS in the
transitional path, where the relationship between delta and the relative share of rents/surplus,
alpha, plays an important role.

y = Ak a .

gK = i ◊ b ◊ A ◊ k

(1)
- ( 1-a )

and g k = i ◊ b ◊ A ◊ k

- ( 1-a )

- n,

where n is the growth rate of population/employed persons.

(2)

g A = i ◊ (1 - b ) ◊ k - ( d -a ) .

(3)

Model A expressed by Eq. 1 is the Cobb-Douglas production function.
technology, A, is shown as A = k

1-a

The level of

/ W , where k is the capital-labor ratio and W is the capital-

output ratio. The level of technology in Model A , AMA, however, is divided into two terms:
the level of residual-technology, AMA ( RESI :a -d ) , and the capital-labor ratio, k a -d , where

AMA ( RESI :a -d ) refuses the cooperation with quantitative capital.
AMA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k a -d .

(4)
a

If I insert Eq. 4 into Eq. 1, y = Ak will be replaced by y = A( k ) ◊ ( k ) .
IRS model.

This is a DRS/

Eq. 4 implies that the level of technology does not hold without the cooperation

of the capital-labor ratio.

And, if I take out k a -d in AMA and insert k a -d into ka, the

production function does not back to a CRS model:

y MA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k 2 a -d = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ ( k a -d ◊ k a ).

(5)

In short, Eq. 1 expresses a CRS model when the level of technology hides the existence of
the capital-labor ratio endowed in the level of technology. Eq. 5 holds as a DRS/IRS model.
However, at the convergence, where alpha = delta, Eq. 5 reduces to:

y MA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k a ,

(6)

where AMA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) and y = y MA (Eq. 1 = Eq. 6).
In the above discussion, I will raise a question and my answer.
of technology AMA include the term of the capital-labor ratio?

AMA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k

a -d

?

Why can the level
How can I justify

My answer is: first, I assume that the level of technology, AMA, is

not a residual but shows the results derived from the factors’ performances of capital, labor,
and ‘qualitative’ investment and capital.

I interpret that the literature introduces human
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capital (as a factor) instead of the level of technology into various models. Second, the level
of technology AMA does not hold if I separate ‘quantitative’ capital from the level of technology
like AMA ( RESI :a -d ) .

For example, AMA ( RESI :a -d ) as a residual will decrease over time when I

separate the performance of k 2 a -d from the level of technology (for the test, see Figures 1 and
2 below).

To avoid this unrealistic result, I need to separate the performance of k a -d from of

k a in Eq. 1. I deny such an integration of the capital-labor ratio as k 2 a -d . I approve that
the corporation of AMA ( RESI :a -d ) with k a -d for the increase in the level of technology.
Therefore, AMA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k a -d and y MA = ( AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k a -d ) k a hold in Model A.
other words, y MA = ( A( k ) ◊ ( k )) is essential in Model A.

In

Model A is unique in that it shows

DRS/IRS in the transitional path, yet it reduces to CRS at the convergence.
Let me discuss the relationship between delta ands alpha, here using examples (see Table
1).

The transitional path from DRS/IRS to CRS is determined by the difference between delta

ands alpha as follows:
If a < d , the production function is under DRS, where variables are explosive.
If a = d , the production function is under CRS, where variables remain constant.
If a > d , the production function is under IRS, where variables are not explosive.
The literature treats the case of IRS or IRC.

Is there any actual case of IRS in the world?

I investigated the case of IRS using my data-sets for thirty countries, 1995 to 2004. I find the
case of IRS in several countries for both the government sector and the private sector: a few in
Euro countries, Russia in 2003 and 2004 (see Figure 3), and the private sector in Japan.
difficult for an economy to maintain a delta close to zero and accordingly, IRS.

It is

I will discuss

this issue in the measurement of delta below.
Before going to Model B, I will just raise a question for formulating the value of delta.
In my model, I need an equation to formulate delta and yet, I have not found a final equation in
my papers.

I knew that Model A could not obtain this equation. A reason why I formulate

Model B in this paper lies in the measurement of delta.
the final equation?

Why does Model A fail in obtaining

In Model A, the value of delta is offset when I depict delta.

This is

explained using the capital-output ratio as follows:
In any Cobb-Douglas production function, the level of technology is inversely related to
the capital-output ratio. This is shown by:
1-a
1-a
k BASE
= A ◊ W , where k BASE
= k 1-a .

(7)

I pay attention to the usual capital-labor ratio, k

1-a
BASE

, since it is always used for any model that

uses the Cobb-Douglas production function both at the current situation and at the
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Figure 1

Characteristics of Model A and Model B (1): US 2004 Total economy

Note: See the difference of the transitional path comparing the capital-output ratio of the
US (DRS Æ CRS Æ IRS) with that of Russia (IRS Æ CRS Æ DRS).
Figure 2

Characteristics of Model A and Model B (2): US 2004 Total economy
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Table 1

The discount rate of convergence using the years for convergence
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Note: Compare the above set of the growth rates in Russia with the capital-output ratio of Russia
in Figure 2: The transitional path in Russia is IRS Æ CRS Æ DRS.
Figure 3

Comparison of growth rates; tech. progress, per capita output, per capita capital, and
the ratio of rents to capital in the transitional path

convergence.
In the case of Model A,
1-a
1-a
k MA
= AMA ◊ W MA , where W MA = k MA
/ AMA .

In Eqs. 7 and 8, let me assume that k

( 1-a )

= 1.0.

(8)
Then the relationship between the level of

technology and the capital-output ratio will be simply clarified.

k

( 1-a )

However, the assumption of

= 1.0 is unrealistic since it is impossible for alpha to be 1.0 (or, no wages). The

measurement of delta will be discussed using Model B soon below.
2.2

Framework of Model B
Model B is formulated using a meaningful combination of two parameters, beta and delta,

and defining the level of residual-technology.

AMB = AMB ( RESI :1-d ) ◊ k 1-d using AMB ∫ ( B ◊ k )1-d ,

(9)

where B ∫ (1 - b ) / b and

AMB ( RESI :1-d ) ∫ B1-d
And, y MB = AMB ( RESI :1-d ) ◊ k

(10)
1-d +a

.

(11)
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Model B will show a production function under DRS/IRS.

However, Model B corre-

sponds with a kind of ak model in the literature. or y = Bk at convergence,

y = B1-d ◊ k 1-d +a .

(12)

Apparently, Eq. 12 may be a Cobb-Douglas production function, if k 1-d is unknown/
hidden in AMB (I will return to this discussion below when I measure the value of delta).
When Model B uses as a base the same capital-labor ratio over years in the transitional
path as that in Model A, what is the difference between Models A and B?

Model A is

supported by a robust base that separates qualitative investment from quantitative investment
and accordingly, separates the level of technology from capital stock each as an accumulation
of qualitative investment and as an accumulation of quantitative investment. The difference
between Models A and B only comes from each power of the capital-labor ratio newly set in
the level of technology and the capital-labor ratio.

As a result, Model B’s level of technology

in the transitional path differs from Model A’s one.

And accordingly, per capita output in

Models A and B differ in the transitional path. Nevertheless, at the convergence, both models
have all the same values under CRS.

Here, to match both models, I need an adjustment-

parameter, eB(MB).

AMA = e B ( MB ) ◊ AMB , and

(13-1)

y MA = e B ( MB ) ◊ y MB .

(13-2)

At the convergence, eB(MB) = 1.0 holds.

What does this adjustment-parameter indicate?

Conclusively speaking, the adjustment parameter is composed of the following three terms as
shown in Eq. 14.
1-a
e B ( MB ) = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) / AMB ( RESI :1-d ) / k BASE
,

or, k

1-a
BASE

(14)

= AMA ( RESI :a -d ) / AMB ( RESI :1-d ) / e B ( MB )

1-a
where k BASE
= k 1-a (see the above Eq. 7).

In Eq. 14, the power of the base-capital-labor ratio, 1-a, comes from the difference between

a-d and 1-d: a - d - (1 - d ) = - (1 - a ).

By this way, the adjustment parameter, eB(MB), con-

nects Model B with Model A under the assumption of y MA = y MB and k MA = k MB .
If I tentatively assume that Model B is a Cobb-Douglas production function,
1-a
1-a
k MB
= AMB ◊ W MB , where W MB = k MB
/ AMB , using Eq. 7.

(15)

Dividing Eq. 8 by Eq. 15,

AMA
W
= MB
AMB
W MA

1-a
1-a
1-a
since k MA
= k MB
= k BASE
= k 1-a .

(16)

1-a
Eq. 16 is tentative (see below), but it implies that how important k BASE
= k 1-a is as a base lying
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between the level of technology and the capital-output ratio.
Now, I will turn to the capital-output ratio in the transitional path. For this, I will express
the transitional path using time, t, as an independent variable. The purpose of the discussion is
to obtain the equation necessary for formulating delta at the current situation.

The measure-

ment of delta is only possible only by taking advantage of Model B, as I already indicated
above.
In the transitional path from DRC/IRS to CRS,

B( t ) = (1 - b ( t )) / b ( t ) together with

delta(t) converges to B * = (1 - b * ) / b * together with delta(t) = alpha.

A part of this process

was discussed already in my previous papers, finding a method for measuring beta(0) and beta*
but without finding a method for measuring delta.
Eq. 15 is true only at convergence.

I will now justify that the above tentative

At convergence, the value of y* in Model B is equal to the

*
*
value of y* in Model A as the Cobb-Douglas production function: y MA
.
= y MB

At conver-

gence, the difference between Model A and Model B comes from each level of technology as a
*
*
= k MB
residual, which is adjusted under the same value of k * : k MA
.

By these reasons, Model

B is replaced by Model A only at convergence.
Therefore, the above Eq.15 only holds at convergence:
*( 1-a )
*
*
*
*( 1-a )
*
or W MB
k MB
= AMB
◊ W MB
= k MB
/ AMB
,
*
MB

where A

=A

◊k

*
MB ( RESI :1-d )
1-d
*

Ê 1- b ˆ
*
AMB
( RESI :1-d ) ∫ Á
˜
Ë b* ¯
*( d -a )
k MB

*
W MB
=

*( 1-d )
BMB
( RESI :1-d )

=

(17)

*( 1-d )
MB

= B *(1-d ) .

Thus,

*( 1-a )
k MB
.
*( 1-d )
*( 1-d )
BMB
( RESI :1-d ) ◊ k MB

(18)

*( d -a )
= 1.0 7) holds since delta = alpha at the
To be convenient, at the convergence, k MB

convergence.
*
=
W MB

Thus,

*( d -a )
1
k MB
=
.
*( 1-d )
BMB
((1 - b * ) / b * )1-d
( RESIDUAL )

(19)

Using Eq. 19, delta is formulated as,

d = 1-

7)

*
LN (1 / W MB
)
.
*
LN ((1 - b ) / b * )

(20)

*( d -a )
k MB
is indispensable to the measurement of delta. The actual value of k* is derived using my
conventional endogenous growth model (Model A). I cannot measure the values of k* and A* by
using my equations. This is because these two values are determined at the same time.
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Table 2 W * by delta in five countries 2004 Total economy

*
=
And, reversely, W MB

1
B

*( 1-d )

. 8)

(21)

Eqs. 20 and 21 are key equations which I need in the transitional path. The value of delta
in Eq. 20 is the delta at the current situation since Eq. 20 is based on the assumption that W * =

W (0) (see Table 2).

Eq. 21, however, essentially differs from Eq. 20.

The capital-output

ratio in Eq. 21 is the current capital-output ratio measured under an assumption that CRS
continuously holds from the current to the convergence situation. This will be discussed below
in the next section.

3.

Measurement of delta, the capital-output ratios, and the speed of convergence at the convergence

3.1

Implication of three capital-output ratios
This section discusses three kinds of the capital-output ratios. I attach importance to the

capital-output ratio more than the capital-labor ratio.

The capital-output ratio has its upper

limit to sustainable growth and thus, is easier to interpret its character in the transitional path
than the capital-labor ratio that is rather difficult to grasp.

The capital-output ratio usually

9)

falls between 0.5 to 3.0 in any country and any sector in the world, as I discussed earlier.
Furthermore, the capital-output ratio is inversely connected with the level of technology. This
8) If I use Model A instead of Model B, I cannot extract the value of delta as follows:
*( 1-a )
k MA
k *(1-a )
*
*
= *
, W MA
= * MA
holds. In Model A, the power of
Starting with W MA
*( a -d )
AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k MA
AMA ( RESI :a -d )
k *(1-( 2 a -d )) cannot be 1.0 since 1 - a = 1 - ( 2a - d ) under convergence. Thus, I cannot obtain the
value of delta in Model A.
9) The condition necessary for this range is that budget deficit is within a certain level of GDP or
national disposable income. In the Japanese case, budget deficit is much beyond this condition
and the current capital-output ratio is close to 4.0.
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relationship is, however, integrated by the base-capital-labor ratio: k 1-a = W ◊ A .
First let me briefly summarize the three kinds of capital-output ratios and next, let me
explain each by each in detail.
capital-output ratios.

In the transitional path, I need to distinguish three kinds of the

I will begin with the review of Eqs. 20 and 21.

The capital-output

ratio in Model B does not equal to the capital-output ratio in Model A in the transitional path,
yet at the convergence, both models converge with the same variables, as I set above.
Given delta, the current capital-output ratio is calculated using Eq. 20.

Then, at the

convergence, I need to distinguish two kinds of the capital-output ratio: One is the capitaloutput ratio at the convergence whose current situation started under DRS/IRS, W d*Æa .

The

other is the capital-output ratio at the convergence whose current situation started under DRS/
IRS, W a* Æa .

Model A cannot measure both of W d*Æa and W a* Æa .

Model B measures W a* Æa

by using Eq. 21, but cannot directly measure W d*Æa .

However, W a* Æa > W d*Æa holds in a DRS

model and, W a* Æa < W d*Æa holds in a IRS Model.

The smaller the difference between delta

and alpha, the smaller the difference between W

*
d Æa

capital-output ratio, W (0), is calculated using Eq. 20.
than W

*
a Æa

.

and W a* Æa .

Given delta, the current

However, W (0) is usually much lower

In short, I need to distinguish three kinds of the capital-output ratios in the

transitional path: W ( 0 ) , W d Æa , and W a* Æa .
*

Next, let me discuss the above three capital-output ratios in detail each by each. First, I
will explain the implication of the current capital-output ratio.
to use the current capital-output ratio.

When I measure beta*, I need

The beta* is measured under an assumption that

W * = W ( 0 ) as shown in Kamiryo (7(2), 2004; 9(1), 2005), where the current capital-output
ratio was a surrogate of the capital-output ratio at the convergence, W * :

b d*=a =

W * ( n(1 - a ) + i (1 + n )) 10)
.
i (1 - a ) + W * ◊ i (1 + n )

(22)

The above equation enabled me to formulate delta in this paper.

This equation suggests that

delta will be obtained by using the current capital-output ratio, the ratio of net investment to
output, the relative share of rents, and the growth rate of population. This is proved using the
following equations:

B * ∫ (1 - b * ) / b * is reformed using the above 22 as,
10) I formulated this equation first in Kamiryo (7 (2), Eq. 22, p. 21, 2004) by setting delta = 0 at the
convergence. However, in these two papers, I had to assume that W ( 0 ) = W * . As long as I
measure delta, I need the assumption of W ( 0 ) = W * , regardless of whether delta is a temporal
value (as in 7(2)) or a final value as in this paper.
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B* =

(1 - a )(i - W * ◊ n )
.
W * ◊ i (1 + n ) + W * ◊ n (1 - a )

Since W * =

(23)

1
holds from Eq. 19,
((1 - b * ) / b * )1-d

Ê
ˆ
(1 - a )(i - W * ◊ n )
1 = W*Á *
˜
*
Ë W ◊ i (1 + n ) + W ◊ n (1 - a ) ¯

1-d

holds under the assumption of W * = W ( 0 ).

The above equation is another expression of Eq. 21.

And, Eq. 23 will justify the existence of

absolute convergence in the literature.
Then, I will discuss the capital-output ratios at the convergence: W a* Æa and W d*Æa .
discuss the case of W

*
d Æa

years for convergence.
capital-output.

later since it is difficult to measure this W

*
d Æa

I will

without measuring the

When I insert delta into Eq. 21, the result only shows the current

When I insert alpha, instead of delta, into Eq. 21, the capital-output ratio at

the convergence, W a* Æa , is shown, and the current capital-output converges to W a* Æa .

These

cases are expressed as,

1
, where W d*Æa is not measured.
Bd*(Æ1-ad )

W d*Æa π

W a* Æa =

1
*( 1-a )
a Æa

B

(24-1)

, where W a* Æa > W d*Æa .

(24-2)

Interestingly, W a* Æa = W ( 0 )((d + a ) / d ) holds by adding alpha each to both the numerator and denominator of the equation of d / (d - a).

(24-3)

The result of Eq. 24-1 comes from Eq. 23 that assumes W ( 0 ) = W .
*

show W

*
d Æa

but shows W ( 0 ) =

1

Bd*(Æ1-ad )

.

Eq. 24-1 does not

Eq. 24-2 shows the balanced growth-state that is un-

der constant returns to capital (CRC) all over years from the current to the convergence
situations.

I will raise a proposition.

Proposition 1: If the current capital-output, W ( 0 ) , is significantly lower than the capital-output ratio in the balanced growth-state, W a* Æa , the current situation is under an extreme DRS,
where the capital-labor ratio and the level of technology do not cooperate effectively at all.
Why does the difference between W ( 0 ) and W a* Æa occur?

This inevitably comes from a

fact that delta differs from alpha at the current situation and that delta is formulated based on
Eq. 23.
*
In short, I distinguish three kinds of the capital-output ratios: W ( 0 ) = W , W d*Æa , and

W a* Æa . The inequality of W ( 0 ) < W d*Æa ª W a* Æa will be clarified together with delta more in
the next section.
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3.2

Measurement of the speed of convergence and key variables at the convergence
In this section, I will present my method and equations for measuring the speed of

convergence as a base and then present such key variables as the capital-output ratio, the level
of technology, the capital-labor ratio, and per capita output each at the convergence by using
the years for convergence.

As a result, I will present a version of the phase diagram of my

own.
First, the speed of convergence is composed of the convergence-coefficient and the years
for convergence.

The convergence-coefficient, l, is shown as,

l = (1 - a )n + (1 - d ) g *A .

(25-1)

The years for convergence: Years1/ l = 1 / l .

(25-2)

The years for convergence, 1/l, are used not only for the years for convergence but also for the
measurement of variables at the convergence (see below).

The l in Eq. 25-1 that cooperates

with an endogenous rate of technology is comparable with the beta in Barro and Sala-i-Martin
(1995, pp. 40, 53, and 83) that cooperates an exogenous model.
Eq. 25-1 in March 2006 as our cooperative work.

Toshimi Fujimoto established

He used ‘effective–labor, ‘AL,’ to Model A

instead of using labor (for detail, see Appendix) and I tested the results by using my data-sets
of thirty countries 1995–2004.
I use the above convergence-coefficient to calculate the years/times required for convergence.

The years for convergence, years1/ l , is 1 / l as shown in Eq. 25-2.

In the transi*

tional path, the values of delta(t) and beta(t) will each approach alpha and beta .

For delta,

the discount rate, rCONVERGE ( d ) , is obtained by dividing the logarithmic difference between delta
(as the initial delta) and alpha with the years for convergence, 1 / l .

For beta, similarly to

delta, the discount rate, rCONVERGE ( b ) , is obtained by dividing the logarithmic difference between
beta (as the initial beta) and beta* with the years for convergence, years1/ l = 1 / l .

rCONVERGE ( d ) = POWER( 2.7182818,(( LN (a ) - LN (d )) / years(1/ l ) )) - 1.

(26-1)

rCONVERGE ( b ) = POWER( 2.7182818,(( LN ( b ) - LN ( b )) / years(1/ l ) )) - 1.

(26-2)

*

When I introduced the above equations into my recursive programming, the programming is
consistent in every process of the transitional path. Note that years1/ l are commonly used but
the discount rate differs according to each variable or parameter.
The above method for the speed of convergence differs from Barro and Sala-i-Martin’s
(1995) that uses 0.69 (instead of 1.0 of mine). In my case, it is not necessary to neglect the
latter half/tail of convergence periods, which differs from Barro and Sala-i-Martin.11)
11) If e

-x

= 0.5 , x = 0.69 holds as in Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995).
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partly because the years for convergence are much shorter than those of Barro and Sala-i-Martin: it does not take many years to converge in my case.

This is also partly because, more

importantly, I stopped separating two situations in my recursive programming: convergence
now realizes at a point of time when variables move over time in the transitional path.12)

If

the convergence point of time is shown at the end of a hyperbolic curve designed for the balanced growth-state, it takes much more time since the tail of this curve is long. My previous
recursive programming distinguished non-hyperbolic curves of variables under DRC/IRC with
hyperbolic curves of variables under CRC.13)

In this case, I needed such an approach as Barro

and Sala-i-Martin tried.
The above discount rate is interestingly extended to such case as the capital-labor ratio,
k(t), at the convergence.

In this case, what is the character of the discount rate?

count rate is a kind of the growth rate of the capital-labor ratio.

This dis-

The discount rate of k(t),

rCONVERGE ( k ) , is a specific value of the corresponding growth rate of the capital-labor
After testing by my recursive programming, I found that rCONVERGE ( k ) is the middle

ratio.
point

14)

lying between the current capital-labor ratio and the capital-labor ratio at the

convergence.

Then, this middle point is obtained using an equation or recursive programming

and thus, per capita capital at the convergence is measured using rCONVERGE ( k ) as

k * = k ( 0 )(1 + rCONVERGE ( k ) ) years1/ l ,

(26-3)

12) In one of my recursive programs in the past, I had to separate the condition of DRC/IRC from the
condition of CRC/CRS. This is because I could not get the years for convergence correctly. In
a CRC case, it takes much longer years to reach the convergence since the tail approaches flat
taking many years.
13) At the same time, I used a provisional equation for delta. I will supplement this delta in this
note.

The starting equation was d =

n + a ( g *A - n ) n + a (i (1 - ba* =d ) - n )
.
=
g *A
i (1 - ba* =d )

Ê
ˆ
n
1 - d = (1 - a )Á 1 ˜ is obtained.
i (1 - b * ) ¯
Ë

By reforming it,

This form immediately reminds us of the difference

between no growth in technology (as in Harrod) and an endogenous rate of technological progress
(as in my model). I stated in my previous papers that I had to use this equation until I found a
final equation for delta. Incidentally, the values of delta calculated using the above equation do
not much differ from those calculated using Eqs. 25-1 and 25-2, (1 - a )n + (1 - d ) i (1 - b * ) .
14) This curve is a quadratic equation, which differs from the exponential equation of the growth rate
of per capita capital. When the transitional path is divided into before convergence and after
convergence, a quadratic equation before convergence will be a surrogate of the corresponding
exponential equation, but after convergence, the difference between the quadratic and exponential
equations becomes wider. This is because after convergence, the situation is reversed: from
DRS to IRS and from IRS to DRS. I will discuss these issues in a separate paper.
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where the years for convergence of k is the same as years1/ l .
Here now, I will present how to measure the capital-output ratio, the level of technology,
the capital-labor ratio, and output each at the convergence: W a* Æa , A*, k*, and y*.
and y*, I will use the above k* in Eq. 26-3 as a base.
k *.

For A*, k*,

In this case, A* and y* are obtained using

In the literature I have seldom found the above variables exactly measured at the

convergence.

This is partly because equations at the convergence are formulated using

derivatives and integrals15) while these variables are differently measured by using equations
devised in the transitional path and confirmed by recursive programming as shown below (see
Table 1).
Let me summarize the two capital-output ratios at the convergence: W a* Æa and

W d*Æa . First, the case of W a* Æa assumes that the situation is in the balanced growth-state,
from the current situation to the convergence situation.

Thus, the value of W a* Æa is higher

than W d*Æa shown in the other case that starts with DRS/IRS or DRC/IRC at the current
situation.

This comes from the logic that if delta is much higher than alpha, the capital-output

ratio at the current situation must be much lower than W a* Æa .

W a* Æa is a benchmark for the

capital-output ratio at the current situation and reliable more than the case of W d*Æa .
obtained using W a* Æa =

1
1-a )
Ba*(Æ
a

as Eq. 24-2.

W a* Æa is

Then, the level of technology at the convergence,

*

A , will be obtained using the following equations in Models A and B:

A * = k *(1-a ) / W a* Æa

(from Eq. 8).

(from Eq. 9).
A * = Ba*(Æ1-aa ) ◊ k *(1-a )
*( 1-a )
*
Note that these equations reduce to Ba Æa = 1 / W a Æa and cannot extract the capital-labor ratio
due to offset.

This implies that I must measure the value of k* differently.16)

Once k* is

measured, the value of y* is obtained using this k* and also A*in Eq. 9.
Let me close this section by showing the case of the capital-output ratio, W d*Æa , at the
15) See Appendix that was generously given by Dr. Toshimi Fujimoto. His approach is compared
with mine by using my recursive programming. Our common consensus is that we must control
the difficulties lying between the continuous case and the discrete case.
16) The capital-labor ratio at the convergence, k*, is measured using Eqs. 26-2 and 26-3. The value
of k* will be confirmed in recursive programming. A problem remains unsolved: how to obtain
an equation to directly calculate the value of k* without using the years for convergence. In my
model, the product of the level of technology and the capital-output ratio is equal to k 1-a . A
problem for measuring the capital-labor ratio under convergence is that k d -a = 1 holds at delta =
alpha. The value of k* may be determined by the relationship between delta and alpha, if I devise the power of k* so as to be more than zero, instead of using d - a . I will review the capitaloutput ratio and delta by using an optimal case of b * (d ( W * )) .
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convergence.

The value of W d*Æa is not obtained by using Eq. 24-2.

years for convergence, years(1/ l ) , are measured by Eq. 25-2, W

*
d Æa

However, once the

is obtained using the

following equations (see Table 1).

rCONVERGE ( W ( d Æa )) = ( LN ( W d Æa ) - LN ( W ( 0 )) / years(1/ l ) or,
rCONVERGE ( W ( d Æa )) = POWER( 2.7182818,(( LN ( W d Æa ) - LN ( W ( 0 ))) / years(1/ l ) )) - 1
and then, W d Æa = W ( 0 )(1 + rCONVERGE ( W ( d Æa )) )

4.

years( 1/ l )

.

(26-4)

Empirical results in Models A and B and in the relationship between
delta and the capital-output ratio at the convergence
This section first empirically clarifies the differences between Models A and B with each

characteristics and second, shows the relationships among delta, beta*, the capital-output ratio
in the transitional path.

I arrange the data-sets by country 1995-2004, starting with the

original data of IFSY and GFSY, IMF.
and rents by sector.

It is essential for my data-sets to first estimate capital

The method for estimating capital and rents will be discussed in Kamiryo

(PRSCE, 47(1), 2005), together with examples of my data-sets.
For confirmation of all the above related values, I will use the spread sheets that are fitted
for my recursive programming, as will be shown in Figures A1-1 to A1-3 in Appendix.

I do

not discuss the differences between countries in this paper, yet I will compare some results by
country to help to understand the whole picture in the transitional path.
4.1

Empirical results and characteristics of Models A and B
First, let me summarize the characteristics of Models A and B.

Model A can be a CRS

model, but it is shifted to a DRS/IRS model if its level of technology discloses the capital-labor
ratio: AMA = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) ◊ k a -d .

Model B holds under DRS/IRS, but it is shifted to a CRS

model at the convergence regardless of whether or not its level of technology is limited to the
level of residual-technology: y MB = AMB ( RESI :1-d ) ◊ k 1-d +a .

Let me explain both models in detail

(see Figures 1 and 2):
In both models, I stress that the level of technology cooperates with capital-labor ratio.
When the level of technology excludes the influence of quantitative capital, it turns to the level
of residual-technology.
technology.

However, this residual-technology does not show real results of

The level of residual-technology only shows reduced something: this something

is unknown in Model A, while in Model B this something indicates (1- ((1 - b * ) / b * )1-d .
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First, let me compare each value of several capital-labor ratios specified by different
powers.

I distinguish a group of the capital-labor ratios whose values are not exponential and

a group of the capital-labor ratios whose values are exponential. The purpose of setting these
two groups is to clarify the relationships lying between the capital-labor ratio and the residualtechnology.
Non-exponential group: k MA a , k MA a -d , and k MA d -a .
1-a
Exponential group: k BASE
, k MB1-d +a , and k A ( MB )1-d .

Incidentally, the capital-labor ratios used in Model A all belong to the non-exponential
group, while the capital-labor ratios used in Model B all belong to the exponential group. The
capital-labor ratio in Models A and B differ over time until the situation reaches each
convergence.

I summarize the character of each group or model: Model A is stable in that the

cooperation between the capital-labor ratio, the levels of technology, and residual-technology
are moderate and reliable.

Its capital-output ratio increases very slowly towards the

convergence or the rate of technological progress increases slowly and steadily. Model B is
supplemental and makes it possible to measure delta and the cooperation among the capitallabor ratio, the levels of technology, and the residual-technology are rather extreme.

Its

capital-output ratio starts at a high level and decreases as a hyperbolic curve towards the
convergence or the rate of technological progress decreases sharply.

In short, Model A is

more steadily technology-oriented over time while Model B is more vividly capital-oriented.
Nevertheless, such variables as the growth rate of technological progress and the level of
technology each show the same values at a point of time or at the convergence. And, yMA and
yMB after adjustment are maintained as the same values over time, by introducing the
adjustment parameter, eB(MB), into yMB so that both values are the same over time.17)
convergence, the adjustment parameter becomes 1.0.

At the

eB(MB) = 1.0 and AMA = AMB = e B ◊ AMB

at the convergence holds since in my model I distinguish the qualitative investment/the level of
technology with the quantitative investment/capital in the transitional path. These imply that I
am able to justify the method for formulating the value of delta using Model B, as shown in
Eqs. 20 and 21.

As results, the level of residual-technology in Model A is much stable

compared with that in Model B.

It is inevitably suggested that technology is qualitative

capital-oriented and qualitative investment-oriented but must cooperate with quantitative
capital and investment.
17)

Technology cannot stand itself without the help of quantitative capital

1-a
AMA = e B ( MB ) ◊ AMB , y MA = e B ( MB ) ◊ y MB , and e B ( MB ) = AMA ( RESI :a -d ) / AMB ( RESI :1-d ) / k BASE
hold at the same
time (as shown in Eqs. 12, 13-1, 13-2, and 14).
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and investment.18)
Then, how is the growth rate of capital related to the growth rate of output?

In the

transitional path, the growth rate of capital is higher than the growth rate of output before the
convergence and the growth rate of capital is lower than the growth rate of output after the
convergence.

This is acceptable but, a true picture in the phase diagram differs a little bit.

Solow (1956) presents equations in the balanced growth-state: the growth rate of per capita
capital, gk* , is equal to the growth rate of per capita output, g y* , at the convergence.

And, this

g y* is equal to the rate of technological progress divided by the relative share of labor,
g y* = g *A / (1 - a ) . This is true in the case of an exogenous growth model. In the cases of
such endogenous growth models as Models A and B, the convergence-timing of gk* = g y* is a
little bit earlier than that of g y* = g *A / (1 - a ) .19)
programming as shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Model B, that g

*
A ( MA )

=g

*
A ( MB )

I confirmed this fact by my recursive

Also, I confirmed, comparing Model A with

exists at the convergence of g y* = g *A / (1 - a ) .

Furthermore,

the phase diagram in Model A is asymmetric before and after the convergence point of time
under an assumption that all the parameters at the current situation remain unchanged. This
diagram also differs from that of the textbooks.

The version of this diagram will be clarified

by comparing the three kinds of the capital-output ratios (see below).
In short, by using both Models A and B, the essence of the balanced growth-state will be
clarified differently of the literature and this is more discussed in the next section.
4.2

Empirical results in delta, the capital-output ratios, and the speed of convergence
This section tests the relationships among delta, the capital-output ratios, the convergence-

coefficient, and the years for convergence applying my data-sets to the related equations. The
above asymmetric convergence is more clarified when I use the three kinds of capital-output
ratios.

This is because delta integrates beta* and the capital-output ratio in an economy. I

will test the relationships, by showing Tables A1-1 and A1-2 in Appendix that include the
three dimensional graphs and then, by referring to Table 1 with Figures 1 and 2.
The value of delta using the capital-output ratio, W (0), and beta*:
18) This will be applicable to the introduction of human capital, although I do not take human capital
into my model.
19) I suspect that the difference of timing between gk* = g y* and g y* = g *A / (1 - a ) will come from the
difference of results between the discrete case and the continuous case. I need to review this issue in the future since the above difference of timing is a little bit higher than the difference of
results caused by the discrete and continuous cases.
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1.

The higher the W (0), the lower the delta.

2.

The higher the beta*, the lower the delta, where beta* < 1.0.

3.

If W (0) is high and beta* is low the value of delta becomes negative/minus.

4.

If W (0)=1.0, delta=1.0 holds regardless of the value of beta*.

5.

Most interestingly, I find a fact that the value of delta is the same by country if I use the
same W (0) and beta*.
What does this fact imply?

The value of beta* is formulated using such current values as

the ratio of net investment to output, the relative share of rents, the growth rate of population,
and the capital-output ratio (see Eq. 23).

Therefore, this fact implies that the value of delta is

the same if the above current values are the same.
The convergence-coefficient using the capital-output ratio, W (0), and beta*:
This differs from the above finding in the relationship among delta, W (0), and beta* by
country (see Table A1-1 in Appendix).
by country.

The values of the convergence-coefficient, l, differ

With the same delta, the convergence-coefficient differs due to the differences of

the capital-output ratio and beta*.

The characteristics of the convergence-coefficient are

summarized:
1.

The higher the W(0), the higher the l.

2.

The higher the beta*, the lower the l.

3.

If W(0) is low and beta* is low, the value of l becomes negative/minus.

4.

If W(0)=1.0, l shows 1.0,20) regardless of the value of beta*.

The fixed/constant value of

l does not differ by country.
The years for convergence using the capital-output ratio, W (0), and beta*:
The years for convergence is just measured by using 1 / l, as the reciprocal number of l.
However, the years for convergence explain the characteristics of convergence in terms of its
sign more clearly than l (see Tables A1-2 in Appendix).
1.

The higher the W(0), the shorter the years1/ l .

2.

The higher the beta*, the longer the years1/ l .

3.

If W(0) is low and beta* is low, the value of years1/ l becomes negative/minus.

4.

If W(0) = 1.0, years1/ l is positively or negatively fixed regardless of the value of beta*.
This fixed/constant years1/ l is much longer than other plus/minus years1/ l and differs by
country.

Using the above characteristics of the years for convergence, the problem of

20) This is proved using Eq. 20: d = 1 = 1 -

LN (1 / 1)
, where W ( 0 ) = W * .
LN ((1 - b * ) / b * )
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absolute versus conditional convergence in the literature will be solved by country.
Finally, I will show the relationship between delta and the capital-output ratio by country
(see Figures 4-1 and 4-2).

When the current capital-output ratio (measured at the conver-

gence) is 1.0, delta is always 1.0, regardless of the value of beta*, except for beta*=1.0 (i.e., no
qualitative investment), where delta has no number since W * ( beta * ) has a vertical asymptote
at beta*=1.0.

Thus, an economy must, as much as possible, maintain delta less than 1.0.

Re-

gardless of whether the current situation is under DRS or IRS, delta increases rapidly after this
point or when delta>1.0.

When delta lies between 0 and 1.0, the corresponding capital-output

ratio is comparatively stable.

The capital-output ratio at alpha, W a* Æa , lies in 0.08 to 0.16 and

Note: The capital-output ratio increases positively when delta increases negatively.
Figure 4-1 W * by delta in five countries 2004 Total economy

Note: there is no difference among countries if the three values are each the same.
Figure 4-2

Three dimensional graph of W *, beta* and delta in the US 2004 Total economy
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is slightly higher than that at delta=1.0.

These characteristics slightly differ by country. Yet,

if I pay attention to three dimensional graphs (that use the capital-output ratio, beta*, and delta
by country), there is no difference by country. This is because beta* offsets the above differences in W ( 0 )(d ) .
The capital-output ratio continuously under CRS, W a* Æa , is close to the highest value of
the capital-output ratio in the transitional path.
current situation is under IRS.

If delta is lower than the delta at W a* Æa , the

This IRS disappears at the convergence, but after the

convergence under CRS the situation turns to DRS.
current situation is under DRS.

This DRS disappears at the convergence, but after the

convergence under CRS the situation turns to IRS.
convergence?

If delta is much higher than alpha, the
Why do these reverses happen after

If delta at the current situation remains unchanged before and after

convergence, the discount rates of convergence, rCONVERGE ( d ) and rCONVERGE ( b ) , remain
unchanged.

Then after convergence, the situation turns reversed as above.

And, different

from the textbooks, convergence does not form a symmetric phase diagram. This is because
the point of W a* Æa usually exists before convergence and, this makes the phase diagram before
convergence different from the phase diagram after convergence that is far from the point of

W a* Æa . I call the phase diagram before and after convergence ‘asymmetric’ as I touched in
the previous section.
2004.

The IRS situation not often happens as seen in Russia in 2003 and

I will investigate the conditions for IRS using my data-sets in the near future. I assert

that the asymmetric convergence occurs without influenced by any policy as long as the current
situation reaches the convergence according to the above discount rates.
Proposition 2: If delta determined at the current situation remains unchanged after convergence and the current situation is under DRS, the situation after convergence will be under
IRS.

Reversely, if delta determined at the current situation remains unchanged after conver-

gence and the current situation is under IRS, the situation after convergence will be under
DRS.

And, in each case, the phase diagram is not symmetric but asymmetric which differs

from the text-books as shown in Barro-Sala-i-Martin (1995) and Jones, Charles, I. (1998).

4.

Conclusions

Let me first compare Model A with Model B, second summarize the relationship between
beta and delta together with the capital-output ratio and the speed of convergence, and lastly
interpret empirical results, suggesting a version of the phase diagram.
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First, Models A and B have each a common base of the same capital-labor ratio over time
in the transitional path.

This comes from the fundamental characteristic of my endogenous

growth model that divides investment into qualitative and quantitative investments whose
accumulation is shown each as the level of technology and capital stock. In the transitional
path, both Models A and B turn to CRS at the convergence, after DRS/IRS.

The differences

between Models A and B are derived from each difference of the power of the capital-labor
ratio included in the level of technology.

The above common capital-labor ratio is divided

into two: the level of technology and a specified capital-labor ratio.

This is a key for

clarifying various relationships between DRS/IRS at the current situation and CRS at the
convergence.

The level of technology should not be a residual but a combination of factors,

which makes it possible to produce IRS/IRS.

My endogenous growth model starting with the
a

Cobb-Douglas production function, y = Ak , must be shown as y = ( A( k ) ◊ ( k )) in each
Models A and B, where A = A( k ) .

This shows that it is essential for the level of technology

to integrate capital (some part of the capital-labor ratio) and technology in a narrow sense
(called the level of residual-technology). Even in the Cobb-Douglas production function, the
capital-labor ratio and the level of technology tightly cooperate together.

I admit that this

function is able to express the transitional path from DRS/IRS to CRS by introducing such a
device as shown in this paper.

A production function at the convergence is a final form, yet

we need to express the transitional path differently expressing the same production
function.

This paper challenged for the reformation to show DRS/IRS in y = Ak a .

Note

a

that Model A after absorbing k of A(k) into k as a whole reduces back to y = Ak .
Second, the most important finding in Model B is that the value of delta is determined by
beta and the current capital-output ratio W (0) (not at the convergence), d = 1 - (( LN (1 / W ( 0 )) /

( LN ((1 - b * ) / b * )) (for numerical results, see Tables A1-1 and A1-2 in Appendix). This
delta integrates beta* and the capita-output ratio.

As a result, the speed of convergence (using

the convergence-coefficient l = (1 - a )n + (1 - d ) g *A and the years for convergence, 1/l) were
clarified and measured differently from Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995).
convergence, a unique capital-output ratio function of delta, W

W

*
a Æa

= 1 / ((1 - b ) / b )
*

* *( 1-a )
a Æa

*
a Æa

And also, at the

(d ) , is derived as

, where delta=alpha continuously over time holds in the

transitional path.

Here I distinguish three capital-output ratios: W(0) as the current capital-

output ratio, W

to show delta π alpha at the current situation, and W a* Æa as a benchmark.

*
d Æa

Findings are: The stronger the DRS (is the higher the delta than alpha) the lower the
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current capital-output ratio than the capital-output ratio at the convergence. As a benchmark,
I use the capital-output ratio continuously under CRS, W a* Æa in the transitional path (or the
capital-output ratio ‘in the balanced growth-state’ set continuously from the current to convergence situations).

This W a* Æa is usually much higher than the current capital-output ratio

under DRS or IRS.

In the phase diagram, if the current situation shows DRS, the capital-out-

put will finally fall into zero after convergence.
turns to IRS after convergence.

This implies that DRS before convergence

If the current situation shows IRS, the capital-output will

reversely be explosive after convergence.
output is significantly lower than W

*
a Æa

I raised two propositions: (1) If the current capital-

, the current situation is under an extreme DRS, where

the capital-labor ratio and the level of technology does not cooperate effectively. (2) If delta
determined at the current situation remains unchanged after convergence and if the current situation is under DRS, the situation after convergence will be under IRS.

Reversely, if delta

determined at the current situation remains unchanged after convergence and the current situation is under IRS, the situation after convergence will be under DRS.

In each case, the phase

diagram that uses the capital-output ratio is not symmetric but asymmetric. And, the capitaloutput ratio will be replaced by the capital-labor ratio in the transitional path and, its phase
diagram will differ from the symmetric diagram in the text-books. My approach differs from
Jorgenson’s (1966, 1967) and Hall’s (1968).

Comparing with the embodiment hypothesis, I

will discuss the differences in a separate paper, hopefully with my phase diagram.
Finally, empirical results by country prove that delta will be the same if beta* and the
current capital-output ratio are the same. In other words, if the ratio of investment to output,
the growth rate of population/employed persons, the relative share of rents, and the current
capital-output ratio are the same among countries, delta is the same by country.

Or, if the

speed of convergence is the same among countries, the above parameters are the same. This
will contribute to the discussions for the conventional ‘convergence’ that compares the annual
average growth rate with per capita output at the beginning by country. This will be discussed
in the future.
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Appendix: An equation to the speed of convergence21)
Only skeletons of the Kamiryo model of endogenous economic growth as discussed above in
the text are presented here.
Main features of the model
It is obvious that the model depends upon the Cobb-Douglas type production function

Y = BK a L1-a , where Y, B, K and L are output, technology level, capital input and labor input,
respectively. In order to treat B as of labor-augmenting type and to base the model on the
efficient labor basis throughout this appendix for convenience of analysis, we redefine

B = A1-a ,
y = Y / AL,

k = K / AL,
gA =

dA / dt
,
A

g( k ) =

dk / dt
k

so that the model can be represented compactly as
(1)

y = ka ,

(2)

dk
= iK k a - g A k - nk ,
dt

(3)

g A = i A k - ( d -a ) ,

where, as already defined in the text
dL
L,
n=
dt
saving appropriate to increasing K
iK =
,
Y

saving appropriate to increasing A
Y
Thus, the system of nonlinear differential equations (2) (3) determines the dynamics of the
iA =

model.
21) I am thankful to the kindness of Dr. Toshimi Fujimoto who allowed me to raise his study using
my model in this Appendix.
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Clearly, from (2)
(4)

g( k ) = iK k - (1-a ) - ( g A + n )

is obtained and from the definition k = K / AL , it follows that

g( k ) = g( K ) - ( g A + n )
so that, comparing this with (4), it is evident that
(5)

g( K ) ∫ iK k - (1-a ) .
Now, let us analyze the structure of the model. To begin with, substituting (3) into (2),

(6)

dk
= ik k a - i A k 1-( d -a ) - nk ,
dt

(7)

g( k ) = ik k - (1-a ) - i A k - ( d -a ) - n,

are obtained. The so-called steady-state value of the pivotal variable k of the model is, as is
well-known, nothing but the value, k*, which makes
(8)

dk
= 0 in (6). I.e., k* is the solution of
dt

iK k*- (1-a ) - i A k*- ( d -a ) - n = 0.
The moving process of k toward k* can be sketched in the following diagram in case of

d > a . It seems sufficiently apparent at a glance for the process to be stable that the gradient

of g(K) be steeper than that of gA.

In this connection, when d < a , the stability necessarily

holds, because gA then comes under the increasing function of k, and g(K) as a decreasing
function of k always cuts gA from above.
Before proceeding to solve (8), let us mention how to determine the steady-state values of
the other endogenous variables, gA and y.

It is almost self-evident that by inserting k* in (3)

and (1), gA* and y* are determined respectively as follow,
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(9)
(10)

g A* = i A k*- ( d -a ) ,
y* = k*a .

How to determine k*
The solution method adopted here is of a kind of linear approximation by way of
comparative statics. That is, first of all, put n = 0 in (8) to obtain
1

(11)

Ê i ˆ 1-d
k*0 = Á K ˜ .
Ë iA ¯

In short, k*0 is the value of k* in the condition of a constant L.
Secondly, totally differentiate (8) with respect to only ( k* , n ) to deduce

[ -(1 - a )i

K

]

k*- (1-a )-1 + (d - a )i A k*- ( d -a )-1 dk* = dn

and evaluate it at (n = 0, k* = k*0), then after rearranging,

nk*10-a
È
˘
k* = k*0 Í1 +
˙
1-d
i
k
i
(
d
a
)
(
a
)
1
A *0
K ˚
Î
follows, which is found to give what we want to obtain, i.e., k*. Here, note that
(12)

(13)

dk* = k* - k*0 , dn = n - 0 = n

are assumed as a matter of course.
Lastly, substitute (11) in (12) to lead to the final or reduced form of the endogenous variable k* in the sense of expressing endogenous k* exclusively in terms of parameters and exogenous variables such as a , d , iK , i A , n . However, the reduced form thus obtained is found too
much complicated to deduce any additional meaningful outcomes from it, but substituting (11)
in only the denominator of (12) seems to make much contribution to simplify (12) as follows,
(14)

nk*10-a
È
k* = k*0 Í1 Î (1 - d )iK

˘
˙.
˚

Convergence analysis
First, from the Taylor expansion of (6) at k = k* , a linear approximation
(15)

dk
dt

∂
∂k

dk
dt

( k k* )
k = k*

is obtained. Second, taking (8) (9) into consideration
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(16)

∂ Ê dk ˆ
∂k Ë dt ¯

k = k*

= -[(1 - a )n + (1 - d ) g A* ]

is found. Now, define for convenience
(17)
(18)

l = [(1 - a )n + (1 - d ) g A* ]
x = ( k - k* )

to lead to a differential equation of the simplest type, in place of (15),
(19)

dx
= - lx
dt

so that its solution is given as follows, expressing here each time concerned, t,

x ( t ) - x ( 0 )e - lt ,
or more concretely,
(20)

k ( t ) - k* = e - [(1-a ) n+(1-d ) g A* ]t ( k ( 0 ) - k* ).

This is the instrument appropriate for convergence analysis.
(by Toshimi Fujimoto)
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Table A1-1

The speed coefficient, l, determined by delta, beta*, and W* = W (0): four countries04
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Table A1-2

Years of convergence, 1/l, determined by delta, beta*, and W* = W (0): four countries04
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Figure A1-1

Recursive programming for China 2004 Total economy (1)
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Figure A1-2

Recursive programming for China 2004 Total economy (2)
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Figure A1-3

Recursive programming for China 2004 Total economy (3)
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